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QUICK FACTS:

C L A S S I C

UNDER-CANVAS 
SAFARIS

THE EXPERIENCE

Your safari under canvas starts in the Moremi Game Reserve. 
Moremi perfectly complements the aqueous vistas of the 
Okavango, providing both the beauty and tranquility of the Delta 
and the wonder of game drives and walking safaris.

Lechwe, elephant and kudu frequent the Okavango, hippo bask 
in its depths, crocodile drift on its gentle current and a wealth 
of birdlife is attracted by the constant water source and lush 
vegetation. While in Moremi, giraffe and zebra share the plains 
with numerous antelope species, hyena and the big cats.

• Moremi Game Reserve is home to several 

endangered species including cheetah & 

African wild dogs

• Named after chief Moremi III, the reserve 

was established by his widow to preserve 

both wildlife & indigenous culture.
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Y O U R

HOSTS

YOUR HOSTS:
JOHN BARCLAY & JAMES STENNER

Your hosts, John Barclay and James Stenner combine the lifelong expertise 
of a Motswana local with decades spent as an authority on luxury mobile 
safaris. Born and raised in Botswana, John Barclay shares his passion for and 
love of his homeland with our clients, escorting them personally on game 
drives and walking safaris to divulge the wisdom and tales of a lifetime spent 
in this abundant environment.

English by birth, James Stenner was always fascinated by the stories of 
colonial adventure through Africa, enamoured of its romanticism and 
captivated by its nature. After emigrating, he worked with several companies 
to become both an expert in luxury mobile safaris and one of the very few 
expats to be recognized as a qualified professional guide in Botswana.

In the hands of this highly-experienced duo, our clients are afforded the very 
best in this experiential mobile safari, from highly attentive and personalized 
guiding to elite, bespoke accommodation that, though under canvas and 
mobile, is every bit as elegant and extravagant as the more established lodges 
of Africa.

• John Barclay & James Stenner 

share over 50 years of luxury safari 

camping & local knowledge

• Both highly-qualified guides, the 
pair can ensure the optimal wildlife 

experience for our clients

• James’ acute attention to detail has 

created a venue that is a camp by 

name only, with no expense spared 

to ensure comfort & luxury

• John & James have drawn on 

the culture & history of colonial 

mobile camps & infused it with 

contemporary knowledge & 

amenities.
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Y O U R

CAMP

DINING UNDER CANVAS:
YOUR 4-NIGHT UNDER-CANVAS CAMP

Nights 1, 2 & 3 | Under Canvas: Adopting the age-old traditions 
of an early colonial safari together with modern luxury travel 
influences, each exclusively designed tent provides roll-down, 
fly-netted doors and windows, allowing you to choose privacy or 
wake to the sunrise across the grasslands. Sumptuous mattresses 
and luxuriously soft pillows are furnished with the finest Egyptian 
cotton sheets, an en-suite bathroom features a conventional 
throne toilet, rarely seen in mobile safari camps, and an indulgent 
brass showerhead to soak away the dust of a day’s game drive.  
Organic soaps and shampoos are provided. Throw rugs scattering 
the floor and a timber writing desk and vanity create nuances of 
Arabian Nights and the Bedouin camps of Morocco.

Meals are taken in the central dining tent and are freshly prepared 
to your family’s needs. A full crew of exceptional safari staff are 
on hand to look after your every wish, whether it is preparing a 
beautifully-laid dinner under the stars or a piping hot shower upon 
return from your afternoon’s adventures.

Night 4 | Adventure Camp: Your last night will be spent in an 
adventure camp on a private island in the heart of the Okavango 
Delta. Accommodation will be in 2-person mosquito tents with a 
separate safari toilet and safari shower.  Meals will be cooked by 
your chef and dining will be outdoors around the communal table 
under the stars. The adventure camp provides an even greater 
immersion in your natural surroundings.

Cuisine is impeccably planned offering the finest 
dining experience achievable in such a remote 
location. Working alongside premier chefs, the 
menu is worthy of any restaurant in one of the 
world’s most exclusive settings. No fine dinner is 
complete without accompanying beverages, and 
expert sommeliers have worked alongside the 
camp chefs to produce an exemplary wine list to 
exquisitely complement the cuisine.

HIGHLIGHTS:

• Silver service dinners under the stars

• Venture into remote locations, often beyond the 

reach of other static camps

• A variety of landscapes each offer unique sights, 

animals & experiences

• Find connection with staff & hosts to create a more 

exclusive, personalised safari experience

• Take an overnight flycamp on a private island in the 
middle of the Okavango Delta

• Modern conveniences are also supplied, including 

a BlueTooth gramophone, solar-powered charging 

points, bedside lamps & USB sockets.
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Y O U R

CAMP

YOUR 4-NIGHT UNDER-CANVAS CAMP

Nights 1,2 & 3 | Under Canvas: Adopting the age-old 
traditions of an early colonial safari together with modern 
luxury travel influences, each exclusively designed tent 
provides roll-down, fly-netted doors and windows, 
allowing you to choose privacy or waking to the sunrise 
across the grasslands. Sumptuous mattresses and 
luxuriously soft pillows are furnished with the finest 
Egyptian cotton sheets, an en-suite bathroom features 
a conventional throne toilet, rarely seen in mobile safari 
camps, and an indulgent brass showerhead to soak 
away the dust of a day’s game drive.  Organic soaps and 
shampoos are provided. Throw rugs scattering the floor 
and a timber writing desk and vanity create nuances of 
Arabian Nights and the Bedouin camps of Morocco.

Meals are taken in the central dining tent and are freshly 
prepared to your needs. A full crew of exceptional staff 
are on hand to look after your every need, whether it is 
preparing a beautiful dinner under the stars or a piping 
hot shower on return from the afternoon’s adventures.

Night 4 | Adventure Camp: Your last night will be spent 
in an adventure camp on a private island in the heart of 
the Okavango Delta. Accommodation will be in 2-person 
mosquito tents with a separate safari toilet and safari 
shower.  Meals will be cooked by your chef and dining will 
be outdoors around the dining table under the stars. 

The adventure camp provides an even greater immersion 
in your natural surroundings.

Cuisine is impeccably planned, offering the finest dining 
experience achievable in such a remote location. Working 
alongside premier chefs, the menu is worthy of any 
restaurant in the most exclusive settings. No fine dinner 
is complete without accompanying beverages, and expert 
sommeliers have worked with camp chefs to produce an 
exemplary wine list to exquisitely complement the cuisine.

HIGHLIGHTS:

• Silver service dinners under the stars

• Venture into remote locations, often beyond the reach of other 

static camps

• A variety of landscapes each offer unique sights, animals & 

experiences

• Find connection with staff & hosts to create a more exclusive, 

personalised safari experience

• Take an overnight flycamp on a private island in the middle of 
the Okavango Delta

• Modern conveniences include a BlueTooth gramophone, solar-

powered charging points, bedside lamps & USB sockets.
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• Gather around the campfire under a luminous canopy 
of stars

• Share stories & the camaraderie of a safari experience

• Utmost privacy, with hippos and bell frogs serenading 
you to sleep

• Unhindered by any schedule or crowds of people

• Visit some of the most remote wilderness areas of 
Botswana

• Remote island in the heart of the Okavango Delta

• Explore the wilderness by safari vehicle, boat or on foot

• Combines perfectly with Botswana’s permanent camps

T H E  B E N E F I T S  O F

UNDER-CANVAS
MOBILE CAMPS
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THE EXPERIENCETHE CAMP

L E T  T H E

ADVENTURE
BEGIN


